Wisp Pediatric nasal mask

**Headgear with crown strap**
- Headgear 1104973

**Wisp Pediatric nasal mask**
- Fit Pack with Exhalation Port 1104961
  - Fit Pack includes 3 cushion sizes (SC Small, SC Medium, SC Large), 1 frame and 1 headgear.

**Fit Pack with Exhalation Port**
- 1104961

**Cushion design**
- Featuring auto seal groove technology, delivering minimal contact.
  - SC Small 1104969
  - SC Medium 1104970
  - SC Large 1104971

**Headgear with crown strap**
- 1104973

**Leak Correction Dial**
- For less intrusive mask adjustment

**Click fit headgear clips**
- with adjustable straps for quick and easy adjustments
- Clips 1104974

**360° rotating elbow**
- gives the child the freedom to move

**Optional tube wrap**
- with tubing management loop
- Tubing w/ cover subassembly 1104977

**Soft fabric frame**
- Frame 1104972

**SE Elbow**
- 1104976
Helpful tips

For more information about fitting, adjusting for leaks, or cleaning instructions, please watch our instructional videos at: www.sleepapnea.com/products/masks/

Fitting instructions

Achieving the right fit with Wisp pediatric is easy. Simply follow the instructions below. First, select the appropriate cushion size. There are three cushion sizes available:

1. Use the sizing gauge to select the cushion that fits the width of the child’s nose without blocking the nostrils.
2. Attach the cushion to the mask with the leak correction dial pointing downward.
3. Disconnect the headgear clips by twisting them away from the frame.
4. With the leak correction dial facing downward, position the cushion over the child’s nose.
5. Pull the headgear over the child’s head and press the headgear clips into place to re-attach.
6. The top of the cushion should rest at the bridge of the nose, and the cushion should not block the nostrils.
7. Adjust the top and bottom straps to achieve a comfortable fit. Adjust the crown strap and ensure that the frame does not touch the ears.
8. Connect the Wisp Pediatric tubing and elbow swivel to the front of the mask.

- Before using the mask, hand wash the entire mask before use (see Mask Care in the Instructions for use). Wash the child’s face. Do not use moisturizer or lotion on the child’s face.
- Three cushion sizes (SC Small, SC Medium, SC Large) are available. Place the cushion-sizing gauge over the child’s nose to determine the size.
- The most common mistake when fitting is overtightening the headgear. Signs of overtightening include redness, sores, or bulging skin around the edges of the mask.